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Background and Approach

During July and August of 2010,NASCIO’s Social MediaWorking Group implemented a survey
of social media adoption by state governments to clarify existing use of social media by states,
capture best practices, and extend
knowledge of how the tools are being
deployed in state governments across
the country. The survey examined
adoption trends, current applications
and expectations of social media
technologies, the extent to which
implementation is governed by formal
policies or individual agency initiative,
and perceptions of risk associated
with social media tool use.

The NASCIO Social Media and State
GovernmentWorking Group was
chartered in late 2009 to conduct
analysis of social media issues
including business case, security,
privacy, and accessibility, as well as the
policy environments impacting social
media use by states,with a particular
focus on legal terms of service. The
working group is co-chaired by Claire
Bailey, CIO in Arkansas, and Rico
Singleton,Deputy CIO in NewYork. A
member roster appears below Acknowledgements.

Survey Participants

Forty-three states and territories participated in the social media survey. These represent
approximately 79% of the U.S. population.
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Figure 1: Survey respondents
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State Landscape

The interactive and collaborative nature ofWeb 2.0 tools of which social media is just one
category clearly affords governments at all levels a significant opportunity to engage with
citizens and the direct and indirect users of their services across a wide array of programs. Like
the wildfire that spread through state governments during the growth and expanding
popularity ofWeb 1.0,we are now at the beginning of a important jump forward in the
capacities of government to transform their relationships with citizens and the users of state
services.

Just as in that earlier time when many state IT departments suddenly found they had rogue
servers put up by agencies independent of any oversight or standards, state CIOs may recently
have found themselves unblocking YouTube to allow greetings from public officials or Flickr to
mount photos of a bridge opening or to document some other important announcement.
CIOs may not have been immediately convinced of the business value of these tools as they
entered the workplace, but the fact is that this is how effective governments are
communicating now, and this is not just a fad.

That is partly because these tools are enormously popular. Willie Sutton said he robbed banks
because that was where the money is, and for those interested in communicating and
enhancing the relationship between the governing and the governed, social media has
become critically important, because that is where the online community is today! The uptake
by communications,media, and public relations people was almost immediate as that
profession adopted the tools. In the business world today, selling products and services
involves extremely sophisticated use of these tools.

States are competing in a marketplace where they are rightly or wrongly compared to the
private sector, in terms of how they are presenting themselves and the services they offer. In
this environment, states should consider the following examples of use that have driven
adoption at other levels:

� Private sector commitment to and use of social media
� Political campaign successes achieved or supported by social media
� Federal and local government use of social media
� Growing citizen expectations at all age levels to engage online

While states or individual programs may have gotten into social media simply in an effort to
stay current with leading edge technologies, in point of fact, the technologies have proven
enormously popular across multiple levels of age and income. Research by leading IT analyst
firms and Pew Internet Life fully documents this growth and its importance. The migration of
social media tools onto mobile platforms and the sheer ubiquity of the latter increasingly make
social media tools a critical communications channel that states can take advantage of to
extend their reach across all demographics through very cost-effective means.
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This stuff is for millenials, right? Wrong!1

Exploding popularity, low barriers to entry in terms of costs and account creation, ease of use,
and mobile enablement have created significant control issues for state CIOs and other policy
leaders. Adoption appears almost frictionless. Yet, real issues of security, privacy, state-friendly
terms of service, and acceptable use come through the door with social media, and have
constrained some programs frommoving ahead quickly to exploit social networking in a
uniform way. As the survey will show,many state programs are somewhat fragmented in their
current approach and lack sufficient maturity.
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Key Survey Findings

The results of the social media survey reflect the following key points:

� social media adoption rates are broad across state governments,whether
controlled by CIO offices or not

� two-thirds of survey respondents lack enterprise policies addressing social
media

� one-third of the states responding do have enterprise policy frameworks,
guidance, and standards, and a sizable number of states are in the process of
developing these – models do exist

� business drivers have most commonly been communications, citizen
engagement, and outreach, along with low-cost of entry – 98% of use is of free
social media tools

� social media pose challenges to states in the areas of
� security
� legal issues associated with terms of service
� privacy
� records management
� acceptable use

� thirty-five percent of responding states are not currently encouraging broader
use of social media

The bottom-line— social media tools are being actively adopted and used throughout state
governments across the country. Much as was the case with the explosive growth of theWeb
itself over a decade ago, the early adopters of social media are most frequently the public
relations,messaging-focused segments within state governments. As was also the case in that
earlier time, the survey in the aggregate documents a parallel lag between use and policy or
governance mechanisms, even while a number of states have moved aggressively to adopt the
technologies strategically and to govern their use through enterprise policies, guidelines, or
standards.

Despite the rapid growth, the survey reveals continuing concerns of state CIOs in the areas of
security, legal terms of service, privacy, records management, and acceptable use, and this has
led to wide variation in patterns of adoption. Fewer than one quarter of the respondents
indicate they are moving full-speed-ahead in use of social media. Relatively few have
developed policies or guidelines to provide an enterprise context for managing social media
tool use. Some states are completely balked by uncertainty over legal use of the tool. It can be
concluded that overall, state approaches lack significant maturity.

NASCIO urges states to proceed, but to do so with caution and by addressing unresolved issues
associated with social media use. The unprecedented popularity of social media with citizens,
politicians, and media provide states a newmeans to communicate, collaborate, interact, and
becomemore transparent with their citizens.
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Detailed Survey Results

Question 1: Adoption and use of social media in your state is primarily guided
by which of the following? (N = 43)

The response to this question reflects a rough balance between those states that have
formulated and adopted social media policies or standards and those which have none
whatsoever. At first glance, it may appear a deficiency that so many states are operating by
“default,”– i.e., allowing individual lines of business to determine their own policies or the
extent of social media use. It is possible, however, that at this stage of social media adoption by
their agencies, the respondents have some level of comfort or trust that individual units have
business reasons compelling use of social media
and are operating within broader legal, policy and
acceptable use frameworks.

On the other hand, the numbers clearly indicate
that a sizable number of state CIOs have identified
the need to establish policies, guidelines, or
standards, and from the accompanying comments
to this question, it is also apparent that other
states have enterprise policies or standards in
draft. Alaska,Hawaii, Kentucky,Montana,
Nebraska,New Jersey, and NewYork each
indicated they have policies or guidance either in
draft or near adoption.

Clearly the early adopter states that regard social
media technologies as significant tools in their
strategic vision for e-government and citizen
communication have moved to establish enterprise policies, as is confirmed both in
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subsequent questions in the survey, and in the Center for Technology in Government’s May
2010 publication,Designing Social Media Policy for Government.

CTG’s Designing Social Media Policy for Government surveyed social media use in federal, state,
and local agencies in the United States, as well as internationally. It included extensive analysis
of twenty-six examples of social media policies, standards, or guidelines, including those
examined from five states: California,Delaware,Massachusetts,North Carolina, and Utah.

In its study, CTG identified eight essential elements that need to be addressed in
comprehensive policies and best practice policies:

� employee access
� account management
� acceptable use
� employee conduct
� content
� security
� legal issues, and
� citizen conduct

In analyzing the policies examined, CTG analysts assessed against this checklist and provide a
useful matrix of policy content. Those governments that are beginning work in the
development of social media policies will find this resource an excellent place to start.

It should also be noted that many states commented that, absent formal policy or standards,
they are providing leadership and guidance informally to agencies, especially as agencies or
business units are getting started with social media initiatives. Comments indicate this focuses
on normal acceptable use, security, and business case concerns,with some states requiring the
latter be spelled out in advance of usage.

See Appendix I:Additional Resources for a table of links to state policies, standards and guidelines.
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Question 2: Are social media initiatives documented in your state’s IT strategic
plan or CIO business plans? (N = 43)

Consistent with Question 1, it might be anticipated that the relative newness of social media in
the context of government services would be reflected in the relative dearth of state strategic
plans that explicitly reference social media or social networking. This is in fact borne out here,
as only a handful of states indicate that social media is referenced in their current strategic
plans. Two examples of the directions states are taking can found in the strategic plans from
Michigan and Oregon.

“As our strategic plan emphasizes, the
number of social network users is large and
growing rapidly – why wouldn’t we take
advantage of this channel to engage
citizens?” Michigan state CIO, Ken Theis]

As was the case with policy development, a
number of states indicate they are planning
to include social media in the next version of
their strategic plans. It could be anticipated
that growing demands for government
transparency, accountability, and
responsiveness,which are increasingly
addressed in strategic IT plans,will expand to
include references to social media tools or
projects.
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Figure 3: Are social media initiatives documented in your
state's IT strategic plan or CIO business plans?
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Question 3: Please indicate whether you have developed guidance
for social media use in any or all of the following forms. (N = 43)
Question 3 is highly related to Question 1 above, and reflects that while the policy
environment could be said to be somewhat fragmentary across states as a whole, CIO offices
are playing a role of guiding agency use of social media tools across some enterprises, for
cabinets and departments, and for many individual business units. Comments indicate that
this guidance is frequently derived
frommulti-agency team discussions
that include IT staff, agency
webmasters, public information, and
legal representatives.

The Center for Technology in
Government’s social media report
indicated that a number of states had
either expanded existing acceptable
use policies or interpreted them to
encompass use of social media tools,
and responses to Question 3 bear
this out. CTG goes on to make the
important point, however, that social
media use poses new challenges and
that existing AUPs may be
insufficient to address“blurring
boundaries around personal,
professional, and official agency use”
of social media.2

As leading states, the commonwealth of Massachusetts and the state of NewYork have acted
aggressively to embrace social media technologies. Both provide social media guidance and
best practices webpages that present toolkits addressing social media legal issues, blogging,
and use of particular tools like Facebook,YouTube and Twitter.
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Question 4: What are the primary reasons your state government
is using social media technologies? (N = 43)

The responses to this question reflect that the primary drivers for social media use are citizen
engagement, public information and awareness, and open government. Taken collectively,
these are certainly the sweet spot for social media tools. This is particularly true of the specific
tools whose use will be shown to
be widespread in questions below.

Communications and public
information staff have been early
adopters across state governments,
and the so-called“message
managers”within states have been
quick to adopt and exploit the tools.
Many state governments first
exposure to social media came in
the form ofYouTube videos that
governors and other elected state
officials began to post to
communicate with citizens and with
state employees. As was the case
with initial agency websites almost
a decade ago,agencies recognized
the exploding popularity of the
technology on the public side and
responded quickly to exploit the
communications opportunity.
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The more critical benefits (beyond public information) might be the extent to which states can
exploit social media in the categories that are slightly lagging, second-tier vote getters –
business engagement, government engagement, state employee engagement, or process
improvement. Leading-edge states are already using social media for employee recruitment,
which is increasingly relevant as states face the expected wave of employee retirements in the
coming decade, and this use is cited in notes for this question.

Another area where social media is being employed by states and other levels of government
is public safety and emergency notifications. In an August 2010 survey, “Social Media in
Disasters and Emergencies,” the American Red Cross reports that eighteen percent of adult
respondents would use digital media if 911 were busy and unavailable. Further, two-thirds of
that survey’s respondents agreed that response agencies should regularly monitor and
respond to posting on their social media websites.3 This is an example of how consumer
expectations are evolving rapidly in light of the technical capabilities of social media tools and
the extent of the networks that they are connecting with.

Though the NASCIO survey did not ask specifically about public safety uses,many states are
known to be using social media extensively in emergency communications, and it is
increasingly normal to find a state-level emergency management agency pages with Facebook
and/or Twitter links.

Question 5: Your state government’s social media adoption is
primarily through . . . (N = 43)

The responses to this question indicate that state government use of social media
technologies is almost exclusively through“free” tools. The business model used so
successfully by the most popular social
media providers involves end-users
exchanging a degree of privacy and
control of data for a very compelling set of
communications and content-exchange
functions, all governed by click-through
terms and conditions offered to end-users
on a pretty much take-it-or-leave it basis.
Social media’s rich utility has led to the
enormous growth of such tools as
Facebook,Twitter, and YouTube, and
creates an substantial pool of constituents
that governments now have a new
opportunity to engage.

Government entities at all three levels,
federal, state, and local, are clearly
choosing to employ the same tools that
consumers are adopting, and at least at
the state level, are doing so under the same terms as citizens.
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It shouldn’t go without saying, however, that other forms of collaboration are supported within
state governments by traditional, commercial software, as was pointed out in some of the
comments to this question. All document management software and email platforms have
been extended to include social functions, and these functions may be of critical importance to
thosewho use them. Obviously too, the terms and conditions of use for these tools are governed
by a different set of criteria,one that is more state-friendly with respect to governing laws.

Question 6: If you are using no-cost, hosted solutions, please
indicate the tool(s) your agency uses to engage with citizens,
employees, and/or communities of practice. (N = 43)

From the perspective of the state CIOs and others who responded to the survey, by far the
most frequently cited of the social media platforms in use were Facebook,Twitter, and
YouTube. It should be noted that, as in other NASCIO surveys, there are methodological
challenges in having the CIO agency speak for the entire government or the entire execute
branch – this varies according to the degree of control exerted by that office. This is a
particular issue with respect to social media tool use, since as was stated above there are no up
front cost barriers to acquiring these tools, and unless sites are blocked or closely monitored,
the use of social media may go unnoticed.
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Having said that, this pattern of adoption is strongly supportive of the idea that state
government use of social media toolsets is driven by the sizes of audience, as these three tools
are certainly among the most popular on the web— the number of account holders is
staggering and constantly rising.

Question 7: The following issues have commonly constrained
broader use of social media or represent potential risks. Please
indicate below your level of concern in each area. (N = 43)

Survey questions 7-9 were very closely related,with Question 7 asking states to rank their
concerns or risk areas associated with agency use of social media,Question 8 asking them
what strategies they were employing to address the perceived highest risks/concerns, and
Question 9 asking what tools or actions would allow them to move forward faster with social
media initiatives.

The top five concerns or potential risks associated with social media use in state governments
focused on security, terms of service/legal, privacy, records management, and employee
use/abuse.
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ISACA, the Information Systems Audit and Control Association, enumerates these security
issues associated with social media use in a recent white paper:

1. Introduction of viruses and malware to the organizational network
2. Exposure to customers and the enterprise through a fraudulent or hijacked

corporate presence
3. Unclear or undefined content rights to information posted to social media sites
4. A move to a digital business model may increase customer service expectations.
5. Mismanagement of electronic communications that may be impacted by

retention regulations or e-discovery
6. Use of personal accounts to

communicate work-related
information

7. Employee posting of
pictures or information that
link them to the enterprise4

Best practice states will extend their
existing security, privacy, and records
management frameworks and adapt
policies and standards to this new
environment, knowing that education and
end-user awareness are big pieces of the
puzzle.
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Question 8: What is your state doing to mitigate concerns and
risks of using social media? (N = 43)

The survey did not attempt to directly measure the extent to which concerns about risks were
actually slowing social media adoption. Clearly states’development of policies and guidelines
is an attempt to manage the most critical risks. Existing policies and guidelines, as well as those
in development, appear to have the common aim of addressing appropriate and inappropriate
use and behavior while using social media; they frequently address security concerns, at least
from the aspect of employee end-
users; and they obviously have an
educational goal as well. Selectively
blocking users is another means,
albeit a blunt one, of managing the
risks associated with giving broad
user populations access to tools that
are very difficult to control.

As stated above, states with good
policy and standards frameworks are
moving to quickly extend those to
encompass social media. For
example, California addresses social
media risk concerns explicitly in its
Social Media Standard, SIMM 66B
(Feb 2010):
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Figure 10: What is your state doing to mitigate concerns and risks of using
social media?



Prior to authorizing and enabling Internet access to Social Media web sites, agencymanagement
shall conduct a formal risk assessment of the proposed connections utilizing agency Risk
Management processes.The assessment shall, at aminimum, include the analysis of the risks
(including riskmitigation strategies) involved in providing Users access to Social Media web sites
including:

1. Employee productivity;
2. Network bandwidth requirements and impacts;
3. Reputational risk to personnel, the agency,and the State;
4. Potential avenue for exposure or leakage of sensitive or protected information such

as copyrightedmaterial, intellectual property,personally identifying information,
etc; and

5. Potential avenue for malware introduction into the organization’s IT environment.
6. The potential use of “other than government” sections of Social Media web sites.
State agencies shall document this risk analysis and retain it for aminimum of two years.

Similarly,North Carolina is moving to integrate management of social media content into its
broader records management/digital preservation program, since that content frequently falls
within the category of public record under North Carolina statutes (which would likely be true
under most states’definitions of public record).

The Center for Technology in Government’s Designing Social Media Policy for Government
does an excellent job of outlining howmany of these same risk areas may be addressed.
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What you can’t do through policy . . . Terms of Service

Over the last year,NASCIO’s Social MediaWorking Group has discussed the same set of social
media issues/risks and has singled out legal terms of service (TOS, also known as terms and
conditions) as an area of broad concern among states. This is an area not readily susceptible to
a quick policy solution. NASCIO continues to believe a united approach to discussions with
providers is in the best interest of states.

Standard social media provider terms of service that are accepted through the click-through as
free accounts are created pose states significant issues in the legal areas of indemnification,
jurisdiction, choice of law, advertising, endorsement, assignment, and intellectual property,
among others. Many states have found that their laws and regulatory environments do not
permit them to agree to standard TOS, and for them, these issues are a show-stopper – they
will not be able to take advantage of the tools unless a solution is found.

The Social Media legal team,however, saw an opportunity in 2009 for NASCIO to perform a
similar role for states to that played by the federal General Services Administration’s (GSA),
which over the last two years has successfully worked with many of the major providers to
develop model revisions to standard social media provider terms for federal agencies.5 Over
the last nine months, the legal team has engaged representatives of Facebook and YouTube in
discussions, and has made a degree of progress with both, at least in terms of creating better
understanding on both sides of the issues.

Simply put, however, the providers have proven reluctant to accede on a variety of legal points
to the same extent that they did for the federal government, due to the much greater
complexity of dealing with fifty sets of laws, rather than the single one that governs the federal
environment.

These discussions have been expanded to encompass local governments through the efforts
of NASCIO (and at the urging of Facebook), and NASCIO is allying with the Public Technology
Institute, the International Municipal Lawyers Association, and the Metropolitan Information
Exchange as discussion continues, as well as coordinating with a recently established TOS
workgroup of the National Association of Attorneys General (NAAG). Presently, it appears likely
that model agreements that redress at least some of the legal concerns will be achieved in the
months ahead, and states need to continue to monitor the progress of these discussions.
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Question 9: What would enable your state government to advance
use of social media technologies? (N = 43)

The responses to this question generally conform with the working group’s initial identification
of the risk areas associated with social media,with appropriate terms of service being
identified as the key enabler by nearly three-fourths of the respondents.
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Question 10: Despite foregoing risks and concerns, how would you
characterize the current status or implementation of social media
initiatives in your state? (N = 43)

This was a compelling question, in that it asked respondents to make an overall assessment of
their commitment or non-commitment to social media within their states. As the chart
indicates, fewer than one-quarter of the responding states or territories are moving
aggressively, or full-speed-ahead,with social media, those being California,Delaware,District of
Columbia,Massachusetts,Michigan,Missouri, NewYork,North Carolina,Tennessee, and Utah.
This report’s references provide a sampling of the policy assumptions and guidance, initiatives,
and general approaches that these states are taking, as well as the opportunities they see to
enhance their programs. It can be said that for these states, the opportunities clearly out-
weigh the risks, and there’s relatively little
bleeding going on at this end of the
spectrum.

The much larger numbers of states
obviously are either in the proceeding-
with- caution or dipping-their-toes-in
stages of use/non-use. While the survey’s
brevity didn’t permit detailed
examination of the specific reasons why
states put themselves in one category or
another, it seems apparent that
perceived risks are leading states to
adopt a conservative approach to these
relatively new technologies. Several of
the states in both of these categories
made reference to how business cases
were driving usage, be that broadscale or
in niches within individual agencies or
programs. The lack of an enterprise
business case may be a determinant for state CIOs – the need for additional business case
studies was noted by several respondents.

It is also obvious that many states are extremely concerned about provider terms of service
issues and are limited in the resources they can assign to social media initiatives. From the
responses, two state CIOs remain unconvinced that the value of social media warrants any
significant use of the tools at this time.
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Figure 11: How would you characterize the current status or
implementation of social media initiatives in your state?
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Question 11: What steps has your state or the CIO office taken to
encourage use of your social media sites by citizens, employees,
or other communities of interest? (N = 43)

The most common step that states have taken to encourage use has been to develop
aggregation sites, and several states have created these. The next most popular promotional
tactic was word of mouth. It is again clear that there is a significant difference in strategies at
play across states, as thirteen respondents indicated that they were doing nothing, as they are
not actively pushing social media. In fairness, however, this does not mean nothing is going on
in these states, since it is common that individual programs have their own social media
initiatives.

The following screen captures are examples of aggregation sites from the California,
Massachusetts,Tennessee,Texas, and Utah state portals.
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State Aggregation Site Examples
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Question 12: What are your “next steps” as social media tool sets
evolve and new products are introduced? (N = 43)

In the aggregate, states most common next steps will be social media integration, aggregation
of social media on state portals, development of mobile apps, and establishment of enterprise
standards.

The growth of online government in the future will increasingly be in the mobile environment,
and it is expected that state governments will be exploiting this extensively through social
media channels. A growing number of end-users already look at their governments almost
exclusively through the three and a half inch screens of their smartphones, and this trend will
only continue. States will be expected to know how they look and perform through that lens.

Utah state government has moved quickly in the areas of integration and aggregation and
incorporated social media and otherWeb 2.0 technologies prominently in the major website
design of Utah.gov in 2009. Their connect.utah.gov page offers mobile applications and geo-IP
location-aware technology to personalize each user’s experience, and dozens of interactive
services are provided to make Utah.gov more convenient for Utah citizens and businesses.



Observations, Best Practices and Policy Considerations

This survey reflects state practice in adoption and use of social media, as well as state CIO
attitudes and concerns about the technologies. The somewhat fragmentary patterns of use
reflected in the survey result from choices CIOs make daily between which technical initiatives
are the most critical to advancing their states’ strategic interests.

Clearly a growing number of states recognize the important role social media can play.
Particularly in a time of budgetary crises and growing demands that governments at all levels
becomemore accountable, transparent, and open, social media may afford CIOs a critical new
opportunity. At the same time, because social media involves the use of technology, state CIOs
may be held accountable for successes or failures in this domain.

With the states’ fiscal crises predicted to continue, state leaders and CIOs need to:

� gain comprehensive awareness of existing use and social media tool capabilities
� internally - document as-is uses – this may be hard!
� externally — determine where other governments and the private sector

are going with the tools – be aware of best practices
� develop a documented strategy and goals that establish a policy floor for

administering social media
� establish a multi-disciplinary team that includes business, technology, policy,

legal, records, and accessibility stakeholders
� confer with your state attorney general to establish mutual understanding of

legal issues pertaining to social media
� know the risks and mediating steps associated with social media use
� be ready for outages,with the understanding that free services carry no

concrete guarantees of reliability
� continuously monitor terms of service modifications by social media providers,

especially where these impact privacy
� anticipate that provider business models may change without warning – are

states prepared to pay for what is currently free?
� carefully consider branding and representation on multiple social media

platforms – are they consistent and enhancing enterprise marketing strategies?
� get started on policy, guidelines and standards and expect to update these

iteratively as new opportunities arise
� use metrics to link analytics to strategic intent – the private sector does this very

purposively and with great sophistication – leading states are adopting that
strategy.

� expect surprises! the dynamic nature of social media will present unanticipated
challenges and opportunities
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Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg has used the metaphor of the“social graph” in talking
about the impact of Facebook and other social media products, social graph referring to the
network of linkages of individuals in Facebook and the larger online world of social tools.6

Knowing that Facebook has recently moved over the threshold of five hundred million users,
states clearly must carefully examine where they stand with respect to that graph and their
own online presence. Time will tell just how transformative social media will be, but in a much
more complex network of relationships, beginning to manage new opportunities is crucial.
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Appendix I: Additional Resources

Links to State Social Media Policies, Standards, or Guidelines

Links to States which include Social Media in Strategic Plans

7
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Appendix IV: Survey Instrument

NASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use Survey

NASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use Survey

Survey Background and Context:

The recently concluded NASCIO-TechAmerica 2010 Survey of State CIOs included two questions relating to current use of social media, and
reflects that these interactive tools are in use in virtually every state across the country. The NASCIO Social Media and State Government
Working Group is implementing this follow-on survey of state CIOs to clarify existing use of social media by state governments. This survey will
extend knowledge of how the tools are being deployed in your agency and more broadly, within your state government. The results will be
used by the working group to prioritize future discussions and activities, and in development of best practice guidance or recommendations.

For the purposes of this survey, social media is defined as that subset of Web 2.0 having the characteristic of being social and interactive in
nature - allowing (but not requiring) two-way information exchange between individual entities, in this case, between government and citizens,
institutions, and other entities. Encompassed by this definition are such commonly used tools as blogs, Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc. Other
Web 2.0 tools are outside the scope of the survey.

1. Adoption and use of social media in your state is primarily guided by:

a formal enterprise policy or directivegfedc

a formal CIO policy or directivegfedc

an individual agency policy or directivegfedc

an individual program policy or directivegfedc

default, that is, by perceived benefits to individual business units, rather than by formal policygfedc

Comment/Elaboration (Please cite formal policies or directives, where these exist.)

55

66
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NASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use Survey
2. Are social media initiatives documented in your state's IT strategic plan or CIO
business plans?

3. Please indicate whether you have developed guidance for social media use in any or
all of the following forms:

Statewide Agency Program None

Policies gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Best practices gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Standards gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Acceptable use guidance gfedc gfedc gfedc gfedc

Yesnmlkj

Nonmlkj

If yes, please provide a citation or hyperlink:

55

66

Please include citations, if applicable.

55

66
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NASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use Survey
4. What are the primary reasons your state government is using social media
technologies? Please check all that apply.

5. Your state government's social media adoption is primarily through:

Citizen engagementgfedc

Business engagementgfedc

Government engagementgfedc

State government employee engagementgfedc

Process improvementgfedc

Open governmentgfedc

Public information, outreach, and awarenessgfedc

Reduced need for agency resources (e.g., less email, phone calls, open records/FOI requests)gfedc

Not usinggfedc

Comments:

55

66

No-cost, hosted external platform (Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, etc.)nmlkj

Off-the-shelf, purchased softwarenmlkj

Custom applications developed internallynmlkj

If applicable, please indicate what products you have purchased or developed:

55

66
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NASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use Survey
6. If you are using no-cost, hosted solutions, please indicate the tool(s) your agency
uses to engage with citizens, employees, and/or communities of practice.

Citizens Employees Communities of Practice

Facebook gfedc gfedc gfedc

Twitter gfedc gfedc gfedc

YouTube gfedc gfedc gfedc

LinkedIn gfedc gfedc gfedc

Flickr gfedc gfedc gfedc

MySpace gfedc gfedc gfedc

Second Life gfedc gfedc gfedc

Ning gfedc gfedc gfedc

Vimeo gfedc gfedc gfedc

Digg gfedc gfedc gfedc

Delicious gfedc gfedc gfedc

Gov Loop gfedc gfedc gfedc

Blogs gfedc gfedc gfedc

Foursquare gfedc gfedc gfedc

Other (Please indicate tool and target audience):

55

66
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NASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use Survey
7. The following issues have commonly constrained broader use of social media or
represent potential risks. Please indicate below your level of concern in each area.

8. What is your state doing to mitigate concerns and risks of using social media? Select
all that apply.

High Medium Low
Lack of 
Executive/Management
Support

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Lack of quantifiable
business benefit

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Lack of resources to support nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Lack of resources to
monitor/control

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Terms of service (legal)
issues

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Lack of control over 
providers

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Records retention issues nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Privacy concerns nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Security concerns nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Lack of governance
framework

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Accessibility nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj
Concerns about employee
use/misuse

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Work culture and
perceptions

nmlkj nmlkj nmlkj

Other (please specify):

55

66

Negotiating custom agreements with providersgfedc

Developing/Implementing policiesgfedc

Developing/Implementing guidelinesgfedc

Monitoring usegfedc

Registering usersgfedc

Requiring secure sign-ingfedc

Educating usersgfedc

Selectively blocking usersgfedc

Do not have any concernsgfedc

Other (please specify):

55

66
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NASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use Survey
9. What would enable your state government to advance use of social media
technologies? Select all that apply.

10. Despite foregoing risks and concerns, how would you characterize the current
status or implementation of social media initiatives in your state?

Appropriate Terms of Service (TOS)gfedc

Social networking policy/guidelinesgfedc

Case studies with analyticsgfedc

Pilots and prototypinggfedc

Improved up-time of platformsgfedc

Educationgfedc

Traininggfedc

Work groupgfedc

Hostinggfedc

Accessibility solutionsgfedc

Records management/FOI solutionsgfedc

No interestgfedc

Othergfedc

Other (please specify):

55

66

Full speed ahead - tools are critical elements of strategic vision for 21st Century Governmentnmlkj

Proceeding with caution - tools have their place but much is unknownnmlkj

Dipping toes in water - trying to better understand place of toolsnmlkj

Doing very little - have other prioritiesnmlkj
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NASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use Survey
11. What steps has your state or the CIO office taken to encourage use of your social
media sites by citizens, employees, or other communities of interest? Select all that
apply.

12. What are your "next steps" as social media tool sets evolve and new products are
introduced?

Web marketinggfedc

Word of mouthgfedc

Public service announcements (print, radio, TV)gfedc

Public presentationsgfedc

Media relationsgfedc

Metrics and analyticsgfedc

Social media aggregation on web portalgfedc

Contests, promotions and giveawaysgfedc

Cross-promotion with other communication channelsgfedc

Feedback surveys/pollinggfedc

Mobile appsgfedc

Not applicable - not encouraging greater usegfedc

Other (please specify):

55

66

Location based servicesgfedc

Social networking integrationgfedc

Advanced mobile appsgfedc

Social media aggregation on web portalgfedc

Ratings and pollsgfedc

Integration with web analyticsgfedc

Establish enterprise standardsgfedc

Nonegfedc

Other:gfedc

55

66
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NASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use SurveyNASCIO 2010 - State Government Social Media Use Survey
13. Please provide your name, title, and state in the boxes below.*
Name:

Title:

Organization:

State: 6

Email Address:

Phone Number:


